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Abstract. We define choreography-based design as a design approach in which 
a business process for a business collaboration (or choreography) is established 
by the stakeholders in the collaboration. Subsequently, the stakeholders adapt 
their internal business processes to the established choreography, to allow 
successful collaboration. To assist in such a design approach, this paper 
presents techniques to: (i) construct the choreography in a gradual manner, 
based on step-wise refinement, allowing a designer to focus on the most 
important problems of the choreography first and then gradually introduce more 
detail; and (ii) check if at one level of detail the aspects from the previous level 
of detail are observed. We define these techniques at a sufficient level of detail, 
such that they can be implemented and supported by tools. 

1 Introduction 

This paper presents design techniques for choreography-based design. We define 
choreography-based design as a design approach in which a business process for a 
business collaboration is established by the stakeholders in the value chain. We call 
the established business process a choreography. A choreography specifies the 
messages that stakeholders in a value chain exchange and a contract that applies to 
these messages. This contract can, for example, specify the possible orderings of the 
messages, time constraints and encoding of the messages that allows automated 
exchange of the messages. Stakeholders that want to participate in the value chain 
must then conform to the choreography. 

To assist in choreography-based design, this paper presents: 
1. deliverables that can be produced during a choreography-design trajectory based 

on the ideas of step-wise refinement. These ideas allow a choreography designer to 
first focus on the important aspects of a business collaboration and gradually 
introduce more detail, until a level of detail is reached at which the collaboration 
can be implemented. The deliverables that we use are taken from the Let’s Dance 
approach to choreography-based design [3]; 

2. formal relations between the deliverables, which allow us to check if, at one level 
of detail, the aspects from the previous level of detail are observed. 

We focus our techniques on the control flow aspect of choreography-based design. 
We define our formal relations, based on a formalization of the deliverables in 

terms of Petri nets. Subsequently, we analyse the relations between the deliverables 
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and present them formally as relations on the Petri nets. This leads to a specification 
of the techniques at a sufficient level of detail for them to be implemented in a tool. 

The work presented in this paper is an application of the multi-viewpoint theory 
from [4] to the Let’s Dance approach to choreography-based design [3]. We apply the 
theory by considering each of the Let’s Dance deliverables a viewpoint in terms of the 
theory from [4]. 

Another approach to service-oriented design that defines relations between 
deliverables is given in [10]. This approach uses a different formalism to define the 
relations between the deliverables. Also, although it considers the design of a 
choreography at increasing levels of detail, it does not consider some of the 
deliverables that in our opinion help to structure the design process further. The P2P 
approach [1] presents formal relations, between deliverables in inter-organisational 
workflows, based on Petri nets. However, this approach does not consider some of the 
deliverables that in our opinion help to structure the design process further. Martens 
[7] also introduces a means, based on Petri nets, to specify services from different 
viewpoints. However, he performs different analysis. 

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the deliverables that we 
propose in a choreography-based design approach. Section 3 explains how these 
deliverables can be represented formally, by means of Petri nets. Section 4 
investigates the relations between the deliverables and defines them formally. Section 
5 presents the conclusions and future work. 

2 Deliverables in Choreography-Based Design 

This section identifies the deliverables in a choreography-based design, based on the 
deliverables proposed by Let’s Dance [3]. We distinguish: the choreography 
milestone model; the choreography scenario model; the choreography; and the 
provider behaviour model. 

The choreography milestone model represents the behaviour of a business 
collaboration at a high level of abstraction. It does this by representing the milestones 
that can be reached in a collaboration and the relationships between these milestones. 
In this paper we represent these relationships by means of control flow relations. 

The choreography scenario model represents possible scenarios, in terms of 
conversations between partners, that lead from one milestone to another. We represent 
the conversations between partners by means of message exchange interactions and 
control flow relations between those interactions. 

The choreography represents all interactions between stakeholders in a business 
collaboration, in terms of message exchange. It constitutes all interactions decided 
upon in the choreography scenario model and it should observe the relations between 
those interactions in the choreography scenario model. 

A provider behaviour model represents all interactions in which a single 
stakeholder engages in the context of a business collaboration. It only represents the 
externally observable behaviour, leaving the internal realization thereof to the 
stakeholder. The provider behaviour model must observe the interactions and their 
relations of the part of the choreography that the stakeholder fulfils. 
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Figure 1. Examples of deliverables in choreography-based design 
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Figure 1 shows examples of a milestone model, two choreography scenario models 
and a provider behaviour model. The models are represented in the Business Process 
Modelling Notation (BPMN) [9]. Figure 1.i shows the milestones that are reached 
when ordering a prescription drug. First the doctor has to prescribe a recipe, this 
recipe has to be validated by the pharmacy, then the patient receives the drug. We 
developed the choreography in more detail, by showing two scenarios that lead from 
one milestone to another. Figure 1.ii shows these scenarios. Figure 1.iii shows the 
provider behaviour of a doctor that participates in the choreography. 

3 Formal Description of Deliverables 

Our formal model is based on labelled marked Petri nets. We first present our formal 
model and then we explain how it can be used to represent the deliverables. 

3.1 Formal Model 

A labelled Petri net is a tuple (P, T, F, l), such that: 
− P is the set of places, which is partitioned into PI that represents the set of places 

that are internal to some business partner and P
C that represents the (connector) 

places on which (tokens representing) messages exchanged between partners are 
stored.  

− T is the set of transitions, which is partitioned into T
I that represents the set of 

transition that are internal to some business partner and TS and TR that represent the 
set of transitions that correspond to sending and receiving messages, respectively. 
T

M is a subset of TI that represents the set of milestones. 
− F ⊆ (TS × PC) ∪ (PC × TR) ∪ (T × PI) ∪ (PI × T) is the flow relation that connects 

internal places to transitions and connector places to send and receive transitions. 
Every connector place must be connected to exactly one send and one receive 
transition, because connector places are only used to connect send transitions to 
receive transitions. 

− l : (TS ∪ T
R → Msg) ∪ (TI → L) is the labelling function that labels send and 

receive transitions with the message sent or received and an internal transition with 
the action or milestone that it represents. A special ‘silent’ label τ represents that 
no observable action or send or receive action occurs and that no milestone is 
reached. Send and receive transitions that are connected to the same connector 
place by the flow relation must have the same label. The label represents the 
message exchanged. In this paper we write a ‘!’ or a ‘?’ behind the label of a send 
or  receive transition, respectively. We write the label of a milestone between 
square brackets: ‘[’, ‘]’. These are notational conventions to distinguish the 
different kinds of transitions; the ‘!’, ‘?’, ‘[’ and ‘]’ are not part of the label itself. 

M : P → N represents the marking of a Petri net.  
In this paper we use a particular form of Petri nets called workflow nets [2]. 

Workflow nets satisfy the criteria that: 
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1. an ‘initial’ place i ∈ P and a ‘final’ place f ∈ P exist, such that i does not have 
incoming flows and f does not have outgoing flows; 

2. all places and transitions are on a path from i to f; i.e.: if we add a transition t that 
connects f to i by the flow relation (i.e. {(f, t), (t, i)} ⊆ F), then, for every two 
places or transitions x and y, there is an (indirect) flow from x to y and vice versa. 

In a workflow net Mi = {(i,1)}, the initial marking that has only one token on i, marks 
the beginning of a process and Mf = {(f,1)}, the final marking that has only one token 
on f, marks the completion of a process. 

We denote possible firing of transition t in a Petri net N with marking M as: (N, M) 
[t>. We denote firing of transition t in a Petri net N with marking M, causing it to 
change into a marking M’ as: (N, M) [t> (N, M’). We denote a sequence of transitions 
as t*; if all transitions labelled τ, we write τ*. We denote the successive firing of a 
sequence of transitions t*, causing a Petri net N with marking M to change into a 
marking M’ as: (N, M) [t*> (N, M’). We say that a marking M’ is reachable from a 
marking M in a net N, if there exists a sequence of transitions t*, for which (N, M) 
[t*> (N, M’). The set of reachable markings from a marking M in a net N is the set 
that contains all markings M’ for which there exists a t* such that (N, M) [t*> (N, M’). 
We denote the set of reachable markings as: (N, M)[>. For a precise definition of 
firing and reachability, we refer to the Petri net theory [8]. 

In this paper we refer to the elements of a net by subscripting the element with the 
name of the net. For example, we refer to the places P of a net N as PN. 

3.2 Formal Model Applied to Represent Deliverables 

We can represent the deliverables in a choreography-based design as follows. 
 

Milestone model. We formally represent a milestone model by a Petri net that only 
contains internal places, milestone transitions and transitions marked ‘silent’, because 
a milestone model consists of milestones and their relations. Figure 2.i shows an 
example of a Petri net that represents a milestone model. The figure is a possible 
formalization of Figure 1.i. We are in the process of defining a mapping from BPMN 
to Petri nets, but this mapping is not complete yet. Therefore, the formalization is only 
for illustration purposes. 
 
Scenario and Choreography models. We formally represent a scenario or a 
choreography model by a Petri net that can contain all the constructs explained in the 
previous section. Figure 2.ii shows an example of a Petri net that represents a scenario 
model. The figure is a possible formalization of Figure 1.ii. We subscripted the 
interactions in which ‘prescriptions’ are exchanged, because these interactions are 
different and (since below we rely on different interactions having different labels) 
therefore they should have different labels. 
 
Provider Behaviour Model. We formally represent a provider behaviour model by a 
Petri net that must not contain connector places, because a provider behaviour 
represents the behaviour of a single provider and not the interaction between 
providers. A provider behaviour can represent a provider’s participation in an 
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interaction, so send and receive transitions are allowed in the formalization. Figure 
2.iii shows an example of a Petri net that represents a scenario model. The figure is a 
possible formalization of Figure 1.iii. 

[prescribed] [validated] [delivered]

i. Example of a milestone Petri net

validation? rejection!

acceptance!

validation! rejection?

acceptance? [validated]

delivery!

prescription2?

prescription2![prescribed] [delivered]delivery?

ii. Example of a scenario Petri nets

check

rejection!

acceptance!

validation?

iii. Example of a provider behaviour Petri net

complaint? question! answer? prescription1!

complaint! question? answer! prescription1?[prescribed]

 

Figure 2. Examples of formalized deliverables 

4 Formal Relations between Deliverables 

Figure 3 illustrates the relations between the deliverables in choreography-based 
design. Below we explain these relations and how we can check formally, if they are 
observed by the deliverables. 
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Figure 3. Relations between deliverables 

4.1 Relation between Scenario Models and Choreography Model 

A choreography model is a composition of the scenario model [3]. While each 
scenario model only represents the actions that have to be performed to get from one 
milestone to another, the choreography model represents all actions that a group of 
service providers performs jointly in the context of their collaboration. Moreover, the 
choreography model is not designed separately, but it is completely defined by (the 
composition of) the scenario models. Therefore, we can derive a choreography model 
from scenario models by taking the union of the scenario models, keeping only a 
single copy of a milestone, action or interaction that appears in multiple scenario 
models. This copy has all relations from the milestones, actions or interactions from 
which it was derived. To ensure that the resulting net is also a workflow net, we have 
to add a new initial place and a new final place, such that the initial place has a target 
transition that puts tokens on the original initial places and that the final place has an 
source transition that only fires after there is a token on all original final places. 

Figure 4 shows an example in which we composed the scenarios from Figure 2.ii. 
For brevity, the example figure only shows the relevant part of the composed Petri 
net. These scenarios share the milestone ‘prescribed’. Therefore, the composition only 
contains one milestone transition labelled ‘prescribed’. This milestone transition has 
the incoming and outgoing flows of both scenarios from which it is derived. The 
newly created initial and final places with their transitions and flows are shows in 
grey. 

This operation assumes that each milestone from a scenario model has a different 
label than the other milestones from that scenario model. It assumes the same for 
internal actions (other than the ones labelled ‘silent’), send actions and receive 
actions. 
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prescription2!
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Figure 4. Composition of scenarios from Figure 2.ii 

 
We can compose two scenario Workflow nets, N and M, into a Workflow net, (P, T, 
F, l, i, f), using the following algorithm: 

TNew := ∅ 
MapN := ∅ 
MapM := ∅ 
For each pair tN ∈ TN, tM ∈ TM, for which  

lN (tN) = lM (tM) and lN (tN) ≠ τ and  
(tN ∈ TN

S ∧ tM ∈ TM
S) ∨ (tN ∈ TN

R ∧ tM ∈ TM
R) ∨  

(tN ∈ TN
M ∧ tM ∈ TM

M) ∨ (tN ∈ (TN
I-TN

M) ∧ tM ∈ (TM
I-TM

M)) 
  TNew := TNew ∪ (new t) 
  MapN := MapN ∪ {(tN, t)} 
  MapM := MapM ∪ {(tM, t)} 
P := PN ∪ PM 
T := (TN - dom(MapN)) ∪ (TM - dom(MapM)) ∪ TNew 
F := {(e1, e2) | (e1, e2) ∈ (FN ∪FM) ∧ e1,e2∉ dom(MapN) ∧ e1,e2∉ dom(MapM)} ∪ 
 {(e1’, e2) | (e1, e2) ∈ FN ∧ e1 ∈ dom(MapN), e1’ = MapN (e1)} ∪ 
 {(e1’, e2) | (e1, e2) ∈ FM ∧ e1 ∈ dom(MapM), e1’ = MapM (e1)} ∪ 
 {(e1, e2’) | (e1, e2) ∈ FN ∧ e2 ∈ dom(MapN), e2’ = MapN (e2)} ∪ 
 {(e1, e2’) | (e1, e2) ∈ FM ∧ e2 ∈ dom(MapM), e2’ = MapM (e2)} 
l := {(t, lab) | (t, lab) ∈ (lN ∪ lM) ∧ t ∉ dom(MapN) ∧ t ∉ dom(MapM)} ∪  

{(t, lab) | t ∈ TNew, lab = lN(MapN
-1(t))} 

i := new pi 
f := new pf 
P := P ∪ {pi, pf} 
T := T ∪ {new ti, new tf} 
F := F ∪ {(pi, ti), (ti, iM), (ti, iN), (tf, pf), (fM, tf), (fN, tf)} 
l := l ∪ {(ti, τ), (tf, τ)} 
return (P, T, F, l, i, f) 
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4.2 Relation between Milestone Model and Choreography Model 

A choreography model refines a milestone model. It does this by specifying how one 
gets from one milestone to another by performing certain actions or interactions, 
while the milestone model only specifies the milestones that can be reached and the 
relations between the milestones. The choreography model cannot introduce new 
milestones, but only actions and interactions. Also, it should also observe the original 
relations between the milestones, as they are specified by the milestone model. It 
cannot introduce, nor remove, means to get from one milestone to another. 

Hence, the relation between a milestone model and a choreography model is that: 
after abstracting from the actions and interactions that specify how to get from one 
milestone to another, the choreography model must be equivalent to the original 
milestone model. 

To allow us to check consistency with respect to this relation, we ‘abstract’ from 
actions and interactions in a choreography model, by labelling them ‘silent’. 
Subsequently, we check equivalence between the Petri nets, using the notion of 
branching bi-simulation [5]. Informally, two Petri nets, N and M, are branching 
bisimilar (denoted: N ~bbisim M) if at any time (i.e.: in any reachable marking, starting 
from the initial markings) N can take the same transition as M and vice versa, possibly 
preceded and/or succeeded by silent transitions. A (low) polynomial time algorithm 
for checking branching bi-simulation is developed by Groote and Vaandrager [6]. 
This technique is well-known for checking refinement between Petri nets in which 
one Petri net refines the other by only inserting transitions [1,4]. Figure 5 shows a 
Petri net that is an abstraction from the Petri net from Figure 4, by labelling all 
transitions that are not milestone transitions ‘silent’. The figure shows only a part of 
the full Petri net. To complete the consistency check, we must check bi-similarity 
between the full Petri net and the milestone Petri net from Figure 2.i. 

[prescribed]

 

Figure 5. Abstraction from non-Milestones in Figure 4 

 
We can check consistency between a milestone Workflow net M and a choreography 
Workflow net C, using the following algorithm: 

C’ := (PC, TC, FC, lC’, iC, fC), where 
lC’ := {(t, l’) | (t, l) ∈ lC and l’ := l if t ∈ TC

M, l’ := τ otherwise} 
return C’ ~bbisim M 
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4.3 Relation between Provider Behaviour Model and Choreography Model 

A provider behaviour model refines a part of a choreography model. It does this by 
specifying not only interactions between parties in the collaboration, but also internal 
actions of one of the parties in the collaboration, focussing on the part of the 
choreography that that party will perform. 

Therefore, to check consistency between a provider behaviour model and a 
choreography model, we: (i) extract the part of the choreography that the provider 
performs and abstract from milestones in that part by labelling them ‘silent’; (ii) 
abstract from internal actions of the provider behaviour by labelling them ‘silent’; and 
(iii) check equivalence (branching by bi-similarity) between the results of (i) and (ii). 

As an example Figure 6.i is an extraction from the choreography Petri net from 
Figure 4. It extracts the part of the choreography that is performed by the doctor and 
abstracts from milestones by labelling them ‘silent’. Figure 6.ii shows an abstraction 
from the provider behaviour from Figure 2.iii. It abstracts from all internal actions of 
the ‘doctor’ (the only internal action is ‘check’). To complete the consistency check, 
we must check bi-similarity between Figure 6.i and Figure 6.ii. 

ii. Provider behaviour with internal actions labelled ‘silent’

rejection!

acceptance!

validation?

complaint? question! answer? prescription1!

i. Choreography that only contains actions and interactions performed by the doctor

complaint? question! answer? prescription1!

validation? rejection!

acceptance!

 

Figure 6. Consistency between provider behaviour and choreography 

 
We can check consistency between a choreography Workflow net C and a provider 
behaviour Workflow net P, considering that, in the choreography, the provider 
performs the actions and interactions with labels in ls (This information can be 
obtained from the role assignment in the model from which the Petri nets are derived. 
For example Figure 2.ii shows exactly which actions and interactions are performed 
by the ‘doctor’.), using the following algorithm: 

C’ := (PC’, TC’, FC’, lC’, iC, fC), where 
 controlflows := {(s, t) | (s, t) ∈ FC and s, t ∉ PC

C} 
 transclos := controlflows 
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 repeat 
  temp := transclos 

  transclos := transclos ∪ {(s1, t2) | (s1, t1), (s2, t2) ∈ transclos and t1 = s2} 
 until transclos = temp 
 PC’ := {p | p ∈ PC and ∃ts ∈ Ts for which (i, p)∈transclos ∧ (p, ts)∈transclos  
    or  ∃ts ∈ Ts for which (ts, p)∈transclos ∧ (p, f)∈transclos } 
 TC’ := {t | t ∈ TC and ∃ts ∈ Ts for which (i, t)∈transclos ∧ (t, ts)∈transclos  
    or  ∃ts ∈ Ts for which (ts, t)∈transclos ∧ (t, f)∈transclos } 
 FC’ := FC ∩ ( (PC’ × TC’) ∪ (TC’ × PC’) ) 
 lC’ := { (t, l’) | (t, l) ∈ lC and t ∈ TC’ and l’ := τ if t ∈ TC

M, l’ := l otherwise} 
P’ := (PP, TP, FP, lP’, iP, fP), where 

lP’ := {(t, l’) | (t, l) ∈ lP and l’ := τ if t ∈ TP
I, l’ := l otherwise} 

return P’ ~bbisim C’ 

5 Conclusions and Future Work 

This paper presents an approach to choreography-based design that introduces 
deliverables in a choreography-based design trajectory, shows how these deliverables 
can be formalised with Petri nets and, based on this formalization, how the 
consistency of the deliverables can be checked. The paper presents algorithms to 
perform these checks. 

As a next step we aim to implement the algorithms in a tool and apply them to 
choreography-based designs. This serves to evaluate the algorithms and to make them 
more practically applicable. We also aim to further integrate the algorithms with the 
Let’s Dance approach to choreography-based design, by developing a formalization 
of the language used in Let’s Dance in terms of Petri nets. This further serves to make 
the algorithms practically applicable. 
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